
Supplied Artwork
horticultural specifications

Norwood label codes
A label code is allocated to every Norwood label. The code is made up of two parts, namely the Customer 
Number and the Label Number for that customer. To save confusion and reworking the completed label, 
confirm with Norwood the necessary label code. All elements that accompany your label should have this 
number on them. Norwood will not accept artwork supplied that is not named with the appropriate code.

eg: 004650-12 means:   004650 = customer number    12 = label number.

Creating a label
When creating a new label for a range, you should create a template of the front and a second for the back of 
the label to ensure consistency throughout the range.
For example: 004650-12 as the label front. Save a second version for the label back naming this 004650-12b, 
be sure to select all the label elements and flip horizontally, so that the back shape of the label is the reverse 
of the front.

Create the outline cutting shape of the label, fill it with a colour of none, stroke it with 0.5pt PANTONE 105, 
rename it 'cs' (lowercase) and check the overprint stroke option. This is the cutting shape. PANTONE 105 has 
been selected for its subtlety, and it is printed as a spot colour during separations.

Please include a maximum of 3mm bleed on all labels designed with bleed.

When creating the label template, create the front first and save it as either a press quality .PDF or an 
Illustrator .eps file.

All colours with the exception of the cutting shape and any specials (see next paragraph) should be in process 
CMYK. Black should be set to overprint, with large areas of black to be set as rich black (C50 M25 Y25 K100).

Avoid mixing colours via overprinting unless prior arrangements have been made, as overprinting process 
colours will normally be reset to knock out by default.

Special inks must be supplied as spot colours. Foils should be renamed "Foil" and be set to overprint on the 
top layer of your artwork file. Try to avoid using any fine lines or details, these tend not to show up too well 
once foiled.

Label backs are to be created in two colours, “ppg” green (C90 M15 Y60 K15) and process black. The green 
should be named "ppg" and be supplied as a spot colour. Black should be K100 only. Where large solid areas 
of ppg are used this needs to be set to 70%. Where black overlays green, it should overprint and trap 
accordingly. 

If a specific colour is requested for label fronts (i.e. Pantone 450 cv) but is not to be printed as a fifth colour, 
then please ensure that it is converted to process in the native application.

Trapping is the responsibility of the label creator unless otherwise noted. Please ensure that you correctly 
trap your document before sending. The standard trap distance used by Norwood is .05mm, though a greater 
or smaller distance can be used as necessary, i.e. on small type or when using foils.
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Things to note when creating a label
• Documents should only contain one label front or back. Please do not supply multiple paged documents with 
more than a single label front or back in each.

• All elements that are common to each version of the label, eg: logos, can be included on the template.

• Repeating type (eg: in logos) should be converted to paths.

• Please avoid the use of reversed fine serifs fonts, or type below 7pt, unless black.

Images
All images MUST be saved in CMYK (print separations) colour format.

Photographs of plants should be saved as TIFF images where possible.

Logo or line illustrations are to be supplied as line art converted to outline and saved as Illustrator .eps files. 
This process simplifies the label and keeps it in a standard format.

Images should be scanned at 300dpi (dots per inch). This is twice the line screen ruling used, ie: 150lpi. This 
value is for use at 100%, if the image is to be scaled the line screen ruling will need to be adjusted.

All images should be sized, cropped and rotated in Photoshop before importing. Resizing files in Freehand, 
Illustrator, etc. increases the file size of the label unnecessarily and also adds to the processing time for 
digital output.

Any pictures created using layers will need to be supplied in both the layered form as well as the flattened 
image. (The layered image file will be saved as a native file to the image manipulation program, e.g. If working 
in Photoshop the layered image file can only be saved as a "Photoshop" image file.) This is necessary to enable 
Norwood to make late alterations or author corrections when required.

Images that are to be transfered digitally (e-mail, ftp) should be saved in JPEG - CMYK format to reduce file 
size. Compression quality should be set to maximum.

Fonts and type
All fonts used in the creation of the label either need to be supplied with the artwork or converted to outline. 
Once fonts have been outlined, Norwood will be unable to make corrections to the file and will be sent back to 
the supplier.

Barcodes
Barcodes will need to conform to EAN Australia standards. Information can be obtained via their web site with 
basic guidelines for the application of EAN Numbers and Barcodes available for download in pdf format.

Barcodes can be reduced in size to 90% only of 100%.

On the EAN Australia web site, visit the EAN Australia Download Centre, download PDF brochure: 
Applying EAN Numbers and Barcodes
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Completed label
Place the completed label files into a folder. This folder should ideally be named with the Norwood order code. 
If this is unavailable, use the name of the label itself, eg: 004650-12 or "Pink Pixie", etc. Label backs and image 
files should use the same naming format but should be appended with "b" for backs or the suffix of the image 
type, eg. 004650-12.tif or 004650-12b

The label front, back and any images (aside from those contained in the template folder) should be placed in

the folder. Any secondary or resource files, such as layered photoshop documents, should be placed into a

second folder named as above but with the suffix "Masters", eg. 004650-12Masters.

Finished label files are to be saved as either press quality .PDFs or as Illustrator .eps files.

Any images that are common to all labels in a particular variety should be placed into a folder called Masters, 
eg: 004650-Masters and then placed into the Template folder. This saves placing common images in every 
label folder, increasing the file size unnecessarily.

Print a composite colour proof of the label to make sure that it will print & supply hard copy with Disk to 
Norwood. Accepted media devices include CD, DVD or USB Flash. Labels can also be sent via FTP 
ftp.norwood.com.au by arrangement with Norwood.

Checklist
 Ensure that you have included all required fonts.

 Ensure that you have included all required images and files.

 Images MUST be in CMYK and they MUST be resized, rotated or reflected BEFORE they 
 are imported into the final layout application.

 Images MUST be 300dpi - 150lpi in resolution.

 Ensure that there are NO spot colours in the final document other than those specifically noted 
 or allowed for by prior arrangement.

 Ensure that your barcodes conform to EAN Australia specifications.

 Ensure that the label locking device functions correctly. 
 Please feel free to ask Norwood for assistance in this regard. Templates can be supplied 
 and specific mechanical requirements explained.

 Consider the best use of space. Norwood is pleased to advise on how best to maximise space 
 usage and assist in creation of a layout.
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Norwood Industries Pty Ltd
ABN 90 004 817 207
6 Wedgewood Road, Hallam,
Victoria, 3803, Australia
P.O. Box 5014, Hallam, Victoria, 3803 
Telephone: (+61) 03 8796 9300
Facsimile:   (+61) 03 8796 9301
E-mail: print@norwood.com.au
Internet: www.norwood.com.au

Important notes
Graphic Applications
Norwood Industries currently supports files created in:

• Macromedia FreeHand®

• Adobe Illustrator®

• Adobe Photoshop®

• Adobe indesign®

All supplied art received by Norwood is checked by Norwood’s Studio department prior to being sent to Pre 
Press to ensure files meet required standards. Any files that do not meet these standards will not be 
accepted. Corrections and alterations to supplied art are the responsibility of the commissioned artist, 
company or entity of the artwork supplied.

Norwood’s Studio department can facilitate corrections and alterations to supplied art, which will be charged 
out to the responsible commissioned artist, company or entity of the supplied art at a hourly rate of $100.

Norwood’s Studio department will supply tag toes that conform to Norwood’s standards upon request.

All enquiries are to be made via email to design@norwood.com.au
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